
TS 003 Heavy Duty Door Accessories

TS 003 
certified 
security

O�ers visible security when the door is opened 
and peace of mind for the occupier

Door can be safely opened for an initial 
conversation, without giving unwanted access

Ideal to prevent distraction burglary and other 
forms of unwanted forced entry at the 
doorstep
 
Independently tested to conform to the latest 
industry standards, to ensure the door is 
protected against extreme and repeated force 
or abuse

In abuse mode, the heavy-duty door chain and 
door restrictor, exceed breaking forces of 100N

The heavy-duty door chain and door 
restrictor provide additional safety and 
security for PVCu, solid core composite or 
timber doors.

Quick

Fit

Certified solutions from the experts in door security. 

Perfectly 
Matching

Available in the 
Fab&Fix patented 

Hardex finishes

Suitable 
for new or 
existing 
doors

Perfectly 
Matching

Quick
to
Fit

003



TS 003: 2012
Specifies test methods for a door opening 
restrictor. It assumes the use of hand/ arm 
strength and/or bodyweight to attempt 
to force an entry. The standard has two 
main parts:

Door opening impacts (abuse mode) – 
product shall resist 200 door opening 
impacts when subjected to an opening 
force of 100N.

Door opening impacts (attack mode) 
and resulting door gap – product and 
fixings shall be subjected to 3 impacts, 
after which the door opening shall not 
exceed 25mm at the point of 
disengagement and 76mm in the ‘on 
guard’ position.
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 DHF TS 003:2012 
In abuse mode, the heavy-duty door 

chain and door restrictor, exceed 
breaking forces of 100N.

Choose reliable, long lasting 
performance and peace of mind with 

door accessories from ERA.

QualityTS 003

TS 003 Heavy Duty Door Chain
O�ers visible security, allowing conversation without 
giving unwanted access to visitors. 

Suitable for fitting to new or existing; timber, solid core 
composite or PVCu doors.

Finish Product Code

Hardex Chrome

Hardex Gold

Hardex Bronze

Hardex Satin

DACCHTSHC

DACCHTSHG

DACCHTSHB

DACCHTSHS

Hardex
Chrome

Hardex
Gold

Hardex
Bronze

Hardex
Satin

TS 003 Heavy Duty Door Restrictor
Designed to limit door opening prior to allowing entry 
to visitors. Easily applied and released when the door is 
closed. Suitable for the elderly or vulnerable in society 
who may have movement issues that prevent them 
from using a standard door chain.

Fit to new or existing timber doors.

Finish Product Code

Hardex Chrome

Hardex Gold

Hardex Graphite

DACDRTSHC

DACDRTSHG

DACDRTSGR

Hardex
Chrome

Hardex
Graphite

Hardex
Gold

TS003

HARDEX
PATENTED

FINISH

COLOUR
CONSISTENCY

 With over 200 complementary items in 
the Fab&Fix range, you can match 

hardware to every application. 

When it comes to decorative hardware, 
attention to the finer details such as 

colour, style and surface finish is vital for 
creating a unified aesthetic. 


